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SUBJECT: "The Swamp"

The following are some random thoughts for you only.

MNF Consultations. My stops in London, Paris and Rome to
visit with MNF partners went as anticipated.

Visits in Cyprus with US. Ambassadors to Lebanon, Syria
and Israel, and in Rome with our Ambassadors to Iraq and
Turkey, were useful. They are professionals and helpful. I

may periodically pull small groups of them together to get
their ideas.

(Lebanon:
The briefings I received didn't prepare me for

the load Gemayel laid on me during my first meeting with a
Middle East leader, as the new (and latest in a long series) of
U.S. Middle East envoys. I wonder if the currency of Middle
East envoys (of the U.S.) may be wearing thin. Clearly these
folks haven't heard of a "honeymoon period." I was struck by
the emotion Gemayel displayed. For the most part, he spoke for
long periods; other times he sat back and spoke in a more
reflective tone. I still don't know what led him to unload as
he did. It may have been sincere. Possibly he was trying to
tilt my reaôtion or "break me in." Conceiveably, he was
emotional because of the cancellation of his Damascus trip, but
I doubt it. More likely, he was laying the groundwork for
assigning blame, if he is considering shifting gears toward
Syria. He could also be moving toward the end of his string.

Gemayels's messages to me pose issues for his forthcoming
visit to the u.s., which need to be considered so Reg is given
time to prepare Gemayel for your preferred outcome, and so we
manage the connections between the Shamir and Gemayel visits.
Needless to say, it would be best to avoid any major gap
between his expectations and the likely realization.
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I went into the meeting with a higher opinion of Gemayel
than I had when I left. I admire him for being in Beirut,
rather than "on the Riviera", but I see more flexibility than
spine, more a trading instinct than will, and more softness
than strength. That may not be a perfect prescription for a
war-racked nation to rally around. But then again, staking out
a piece of ground and saying, "Here I will stand," may not be
the way in Lebanon. Possibly a trader, willing to "play the
game" over time, is what is needed.

Lessons So Recently Learned. I can't help but note some
parallels in Lebanon with the U.S. role in Vietnam. While
certainly not on all fours, there are some similarities,
including:

-- The degree of influence and investment (people, money,
prestige) we have in a country about which we know little;

A commitment in an area where our clients, their
friends, and their enemies know we don't live and suspect
we may not stay;

-- Like Vietnam, few would honestly question our inten-
tions, but the U.S. ability to bring about our desired
outcome is limited;

-- There is a question of whether the U.S. may be training
and equipping the LAF to fight the wrong war. I don't have
a conclusion, but I will look into it;

-- Continuous infiltration from neighboring nations;

-- Frequent changes in U.S. players (SecState, NSC
advisors, ME envoys, Ambassadors, Military personnel,
etc.), with all the reeducation required, opportunities
lost, errors repeated and slippage, as well as, under-
standably, the sense that it conveys here of a lack of U.S.
seriousness and consistency;

-- A key local military leader quite intimate with the U.S.
raising the question of who is in whose pocket, and,
inevitably, questions by some as to whether he might become
a threat or an alternative;

-- sense that if we pull out, our client will go underr and the U.S. interests in the region with it;
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A "Catch 22" relationship between the necessity for
military success to achieve popular support for the
government and visa versa;

-- The desirability of changing the balance of forces on
the ground to have sufficient stability to achieve
political cohesion and to change the enemy's mind, yet with
political constraints against doing so (Congress, our MNF
allies, etc.)

-- A skittish Congress sending out mixed signals as to our
staying power and an un-unified Executive Branch sending
out multiple signals, privately and publicly, by word and
action;

-- A secret desire on both sides to have a U.S. "Proconsul"
with the inevitable weakness and crippling that regulation
and control cause to those regulated;

-- Complex and overlapping lines of authority and chains ofr command, both military and civilian, with all the risks
inherent therein;

-- Numerous (too many) visiting codels;

-- A skimpy quiver of arrows, some too blunt, some too
mild, and far too few in between; it is a bit like trying
to build a house with a hammer and a saw instead of a full
set of tools;

-- Facing an unscrupulous opponent who has endless patience
and steel and no internal restraints (Congress, press,
etc.) as to the means he selects (war, terrorism,
assassination, etc.).

The analogy should not be overdone, but it may be worth some
reflection, not because of risk of our being drawn into a land
war, but because of the many opportunities to do harm to
ourselves and others through error, inattention or miscalcu-
lation. American goodwill, intuition and logic in an area that
is non-intuitive and hardly logical in our context is a formula
for trouble. In the one case, the damage was sizable. My nose
tells me that the odds are strongly stacked against us here. I
wish we hadn't gone in. We need to be looking for a reasonably
graceful way to get out.
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Coordination between the political and the military sides

of a U.S. operation is always difficult. I hope the multiple
lines of military contact in the country (DAO, forces on the
ground, EUCOM link, Office of Military Cooperation,
Representative of the Chairman of JCS) are all on the same
wavelength and that it is the right one. The U.S. seems to have
adjusted the LAF training from dealing with militias to
training for somewhat larger scale actions against more major
units. I wonder if we are preparing them to fight the right
war.

To my untrained eye, the ceasefire in place (while the best
of a difficult situation) is a problem. Most sides are break-
ing it except the LAP. The present lines are disadvantageous
to the Government's efforts to provide security for Beirut --
which is crucial to the survival of Lebanon. The LAF and/or
someone else, may have to try to seal off Beirut and clean out
the infiltrators to gain time to see what can be worked out on
Syrian and Israeli force withdrawals.

I am struck by the degree to which, by act or omission, we
seem to have created or permitted to evolve a dependency on us
'y Lebanon. I have been told by some that we must pick the new
OL Cabinet. In 'ny opinion, we risk being like an amateur

brain surgeon.

The level of U.S. commitment hoped for by the GOL is
somewhat beyond what, at least at present, the American people
and Congress may be ready to support on a sustained basis. If
so, the American people, the key GOL players, and their enemies
will all increasingly be aware of that gap, with the obvious
resulting difficulties. A U.S. foreign policy must be rooted
in the support of the people or it is not a policy, but merely
a temporary aberation. The key is to provide maximum clarity
as to what we are doing, why we are doing it, what the stakes
are, and why what we are doing is worth the stakes and has
reasonable prospects for success.

To keep Gemayel on the "U S. Option" (as he phrases it) we
will likely have to keep propping him up, take casualties, and
show U.S. staying power. Despite the ticking clock of the War
Powers Resolution, we would have to keep U.S. ground forces
(MNF) in place and leaning forward in their trenches (not back
as today), and hope for Israeli and French spine on selected
occasions. If we wished, we could probably shove Gemayel off
the "U.S. Option" at the right moment, to the "Syrian Option"
or the "Israeli Option." Neither fit with our stated goals.
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The Lebanese Christians may see convergent interests with the
Syrians and/or Israelis. If Gemayel moved in one of those
directions, it might lead to some partition in the north or
south, but it would gain a protective umbrella (either Syria or
Israel) for what was left of Lebanon. Since Syria respects
Israel (even if it doesn't seem to respect us), the "Israeli
Option" at least would have some prospect of durability. The
GOL should stick to the "U.S. Option", only if we judge we can
sustain a steady, patient, forward-leaning U.S. ground presence
(being careful about pulling out of threatened check points,
putting Marine command centers off-shore, etc., and if the U.S.
can muster the stuff to act forcefully on selected occasions
(which appears debatable).

These thoughts on Lebanon are not well formulated, but no
matter how polished, it still won't be an easy choice, given
the Congressionally-imposed "liliputian-like" threads which
inhibit effective executive action, and the fact that today the
Syrians are sophisticated enough to know it. A Jordanian told
me that the Syrians have analyzed the War Powers Act plus
related court decisions on the legislative veto. We'd best be

fi'
figuring out our departure out of this swamp.

Lebanon (again). President Gemayel was tired and dis-
tracted at our second meeting one week later. He reflected more
irritation with Israel than with Syria. Just back from Saudi
Arabia, he was very sensitive about building his Arab
credentials. His visit to Washington will affect which way he
leans when he leaves. If buffeted by each wind, he will lose
his followers. His manner was more laid back than my first
meeting, but he seemed to dwell more on what he is unhappy
about than what he is going to do about it. He seems to be
focused more on his unhappiness with the past than with steps
to get moving to make things better. My sense is he is talking
to Syria. He felt his last trip to Washington was without
substance or, when substantive, did not focus on key, relevent
issues. He is looking for one simple easy answer U.S. power
along the lines suggested by King of Jordan. He is resisting
political reconciliation and a government of national unity
probably because of pressure from his own people. It has to be
done. We'll have to push him.

Egypt. The Mubarak meeting was a surprise. He came on
like gangbusters, from the moment I walked in, with a list of
irritations, complaints and suspicions to get off his chest.
The sharpness of his comments stimulated me to rebut some of

(
iis most serious allegations. His approach words and style
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suggest that his respect for the U.S. is not great, that he
is feeling betrayed by, or at least disappointed in, the U.S.
Not a happy situation. I should note, however, that my
impressions are not consistent with Embassy Cairo's recent
cable summarizing its performance during Atherton's tenure.

Israel. No surprises. Shamir seems to have the steel in
him that a country of that size and history requires. Given
Assad's resolve, Israel is lucky it has a Shamir, but that does
not mean that Israeli and U.S. interests are always the same.
Geinayel's comments raise issues to be addressed in preparing
for the Shamir visit. Gemayel said he wants relations with
Israel to be more normal Paradoxically, he worries about
dealing with Israel directly because "Israel could eat me like
a mouthful of bread."

I am troubled by the concept of "U.S. Strategic Cooperation
with Israel." I don't understand what it means or what we give
or get out of it. It is unhelpful in the region. If we got
from Israel a settlements freeze or some major breakthrough
with respect to the peace process, I would see the logic.
Absent that, I suspect the burden may be greater than the

f"
benefit, and reciprocity is debatable.

Saudi Arabia. No suprises. The King was frIendly. I hope
we reach a point where they could help us close the gap the
last six inches; and I hope if we do that they will gather the
courage and do help. However, each is a very open question.

Turkey. Everything changes and nothing changes. After
nine years we're back in a Cyprus problem I followed USG
instructions (I noted the similarities with the Soviet
position). I believe we have bigger fish to fry and hope we
can remember that the Greeks are not without blame and Turkey
is critical to the U.S. State needs to get to work on Cyprus
to limit the damage to our relationship with Turkey. While it
doesn't help us on the Middle East, I was probably not a bad
one to deliver the message, as the Turks know I am, admittedly,
a friend. Despite the Cyprus distraction, we had a good
meeting on Turkey's interests in the Middle East.

Jordan. They are anti-Syrian and feel that if Lebanon
goes, it means the u.s. is out of the Middle East and Syria
will turn on them next enroute to Saudi Arabia. The King is
"disgusted" by his Gulf neighboring countries who feed the
alligator (Syria and Libya) hoping it will eat them last, but
he sees no prospect they will oppose Syria's successful policyr
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of blackmailing them. He feels the U.S. has no policy. He is
wisely strengthening his contacts with Turkey and Egypt. The
King felt the U.S. should have been able to answer his letter,
to which he attachs great importance, in something less than
five weeks (so far).

Syria. President Assad was in the hospital. I saw Foreign
Minister Khaddam. They haven't budged an inch and are
amazingly skillful at seizing every pretext to justify their
position and put heat on the GOL and the U.S. The leaders are
very patient -- and ruthless. If Gemayel fears Israel could
eat him "like a mouthful of bread", the Syrians could do so
like a potato chip. Until we figure out precisely our plan,
the U.S. needs to send one consistent signal to Syria
determination and patience. We need to speak with one voice.
We are not now doing so. We should keep up a dialogue, but not
bend an inch until we figure out which way to move. You may
want to lighten up the staffing of Embassy Damascus somewhat.

Some Thoughts: I suspect we ought to lighten our hand in
the Middle East, very carefully so we don't further upset
things. We should try to:

-- Close somewhat the gap between the presently inflated
perceptions of our abilities and what appears to be the
reality;

-- Move the framework away from the current situation where
everyone is telling us everything is our fault and angry
with us because we can't do this or that, to a basis where
they are seeking our help;

-- In the future, we should never use U.S. troops as a
'peacekeeping force." We are too big a target. (Let the
Fijians or New Zealanders do it); and

-- Keep reminding ourselves that it is easier to get into
something than it is to get out of it.

It would be nice if the U.S. could get in a position to
take advantage of other's mistakes, instead of their taking
advantage of ours. I haven't taken so much guff since I was
White House Chief of Staff.

r
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We may need sorne movement on Lebanon to begin reenergizing
the peace process. However, we need to show effort on both.
We can probably lay some groundwork for the broader peace
process while working on Lebanon.

We need detailed plans for the peace process and for
Lebanon, which on their face give us at least reasonable
prospects of achieving our goals. It looks like USG won't have
them before the Shamir and Gemayel visits. I assume USG is
working to develop them. Assuming Gemayel sticks with his
"U.S. Option" in Lebanon, we will need a comprehensive list of
actions -- political, military, economic -- approaches which we
and others of like-mind can start to take to create an
environment in which the GOL can be strengthened and in which
it will become clearer to Syria that their best move is to
withdraw. I hope some creative thinking is going into this.

It is a good time to step back, and see if we can recast
some of the issues in a more helpful way. We need to assess
our staying power and consider some political and diplomatic
redlines (and vow that we will stick to them) such as: would

try to "save" Beirut?; is a partitioned Lebanon an
acceptable (we will physically try to prevent it) outcome?

Maybe the good Lord imposed illness on Andropov and Assad
at the same time to give us an opportunity. Who knows, maybe
out of all this ferment there is an opportunity buried
somewhere.

I hesitate to put these random thoughts on paper, but, on
occasion, first impressions (or misimpressions) can be useful.
I put them down after each stop, feeling that at they could
offer a starting point for our discussions when I return.

I promise you will never hear out of my mouth the phrase
"The U.S. seeks a just and lasting peace in the Middle East."
There is little that is just, and the only things I've seen
that are lasting are conflict, blackmail and killing -- not
peace.

All in all, "if it weren't for the honor of it, I'd rather
be in Philideiphia" (sic) Chicago.
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